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ABSTRACT
Machine learning, in particular deep learning, is being used in almost
all the aspects of life to facilitate humans, specifically in mobile and
Internet of Things (IoT)-based applications. Due to its state-of-the-art
performance, deep learning is also being employed in safety-critical
applications, for instance, autonomous vehicles. Reliability and secu-
rity are two of the key required characteristics for these applications
because of the impact they can have on human’s life. Towards this,
in this paper, we highlight the current progress, challenges and re-
search opportunities in the domain of robust systems for machine
learning-based applications.

KEYWORDS
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Reliability, Security, Robustness,
Permanent Faults, Timing Errors, Adversarial Attacks.

1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) has emerged as a leading tool for data analysis
because of its ability to learn directly from raw data, with minimal
human intervention. In particular, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
offer state-of-the-art accuracy for many ML applications. Current
research in ML is focused on improving state-of-the-art DNNs to de-
velop learning algorithms which can help learn proper functionalities
without bias and thereby can help improve the accuracy of ML-based
systems. Moreover, as DNNs are inherently compute intensive, op-
timization methods are also being studied which can significantly
reduce the computational complexity as well as the memory require-
ments of these algorithms. Apart from the aforementioned-objectives,
the digital system design community is focusing on developing effi-
cient hardware accelerators which can further boost the efficiency
gains by designing application-specific hardware for DNN-based ap-
plications [25]. Moreover, driven by the current progress, DNNs are
also being explored for use in safety-critical applications; for example,
autonomous driving [8] and smart healthcare [7]. These applications
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Figure 1: Reliability and security threats on machine learning-based
systems. (Source of Images: [23, 24])

have stringent robustness constraints as defined by the standardiza-
tion authorities because of the risks involved in the operation of these
systems.

Robustness refers to two main characteristics of a system, i.e., re-
silience against reliability threats and against security vulnerabilities.
Several reliability and security vulnerabilities are highlighted in Fig. 1,
which are later discussed in Section 2 and 3.

In this paper, we discuss the current state-of-the-art related to
DNN reliability and security. We also highlight the challenges which
are being faced in building reliable and secure yet efficient DNNs.

2 RELIABLE MACHINE LEARNING
Reliability threats are mainly due to faults that arise at the hardware-
layer of a system and can propagate all the way to the application-
layer, potentially causing mis-predictions. There are many types of
reliability faults, e.g., soft errors, timing faults, and permanent faults.
Different techniques have been proposed for mitigating these faults.
However, most of them are based on redundancy-based approaches
where spatial/temporal redundancy is exploited for executing mul-
tiple instances of an application that vote to ensure the correctness
of execution [29]. Based on the compute-intensive nature of DNNs,
naively applying these approaches might obviate many of the gains
obtained from hardware acceleration.

In this section, we highlight the impact of reliability faults on the
accuracy of several state-of-the-art networks for different datasets.
The details of the networks and the datasets are presented in Table 1.
Later in the section, we also discuss a few methods which can be
used for efficiently mitigating the permanent faults and timing errors

https://doi.org/10.1145/3316781.3323472
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Figure 2: (a) Architecture of a systolic array-based DNN accelerator that serves as a baseline; (b) Modified systolic array for permanent fault
mitigation; (c) Architectural modifications for mitigating timing faults. (Adapted from [32, 33])
Table 1: Datasets and the corresponding 8-bit DNNs used for evalua-
tion. (Adapted from [32])

Dataset Network Architecture Accuracy(%)
MNIST [18] Fully-Connected (L1-L4): 784×256×256×256×10 98.15
TIMIT [2] Fully-Connected (L1-L4): 1845×2000×2000×2000×183 73.91

ImageNet [5]
Convolutional (L1-L2): (224, 224, 3)×(27,27,64)×(13,13,192)
Convolutional (L3-L5): (13, 13, 384)×(13, 13, 256)×(6,6,256)

Fully-Connected (L6-L8): 4096×4096×1000

76.33
(Top-5)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Classification Accuracy in the Presence of Stuck-at-Faults
in MAC units; (b) Impact of TPU Stuck-at-Faults on TIMIT’s activa-
tions; (c) Impact of timing error propagation on the classification accu-
racy on MNIST; (d) Local and Global timing error rates versus voltage
underscaling in the TPU-based architecture. (Adapted form [32, 33])

which mainly arise because of process variations [22] and aging [28].
All the case-studies and analyses are performed using a baseline Ten-
sor Processing Unit (TPU) [14] like accelerator. A block diagram of the
accelerator is shown in Fig. 2(a). More details about the architecture
can be found in [32].

2.1 Resilience of DNNs to Reliability Faults
Previous works have suggested that ML-based applications are inher-
ently error-resilient [9]. Therefore, to study the impact of permanent
and timing faults on the output of DNNs, we emprically evaluated
the baseline hardware shown in Fig.2(a) consisting of a large systolic
array of multiplier-and-accumulate (MAC) units.

2.1.1 Permanent Faults. For this analysis, we synthesized an RTL
implementation of the systolic array (shown in Fig. 2(a)) and gen-
erated its gate-level netlist. We then injected stuck-at-faults at the
internal nodes in the netlist. Next, we mapped DNNs for two different
classification tasks, i.e., digit classification using MNIST dataset and
speech recognition using TIMIT dataset, on the “faulty" baseline TPU.
Fig. 3(a) shows the impact of faulty MAC units on the DNN classifi-
cation accuracy. For TIMIT, we observed that even with only 4 faulty
MAC units (our baseline has 65 K MACs in total), the classification
accuracy from the 74.13% to 39.69%.

The reason behind this drop in accuracy is that faults frequently
affect higher order bits of the MAC output, which results in large
errors in the matrix-matrix/matrix-vector product. This is illustrated
with the help of Fig. 3(b) where the outputs computed using faulty
hardware are (in most cases) larger than the expected output.

2.1.2 Timing Errors. For this analysis, we naively allowed timing
errors to propagate (i.e., Timing Error Propagation (TEP) approach)
to subsequent stages of computation [31]. Fig. 3(c) shows the classifi-
cation accuracy for the MNIST benchmark as a function of the extent
of voltage when errors are allowed to propagate through the systolic
array. We note that as soon as timing errors start appearing, as shown
in Fig. 3(d), the classification accuracy for TEP drops quickly.

2.2 Mitigation techniques
2.2.1 Permanent Fault Mitigation. We proposed two techniques in
[33]: (1) fault-aware pruning (FAP); and (2) fault-aware pruning plus
retraining (FAP+T). The techniques enable the baseline TPU to op-
erate even at the fault rates upto 50% without significantly affecting
the classification accuracy of the DNNs. The proposed techniques are
based on the idea that a significant fraction of the overall connections
in a DNN can be pruned away without significantly affecting the
DNN accuracy. However, while the prior works use pruning to re-
duce the memory and the computational requirements of DNNs [11],
we use pruning to enable hardware fault tolerance. FAP prunes all the
network connections (network parameters) that map to faulty PEs
by enabling simple bypass circuitry shown in Fig. 2(b). The bypass
circuitry requires only minor modifications in the baseline accelerator
and also does not have much overheads. In FAP+T we additionally
retrain the DNN after pruning in order to regain the lost accuracy.
One drawback of FAP+T is that the fault map of each TPU chip can be
different, therefore, the retraining of a DNN has to be performed for
each TPU chip which comes at the cost of increased “test time” per
chip. Note that the FAP+T technique assumes static mapping policy.
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Figure 4: Timing error probabilities for each layer for two of the net-
works presented in Table 1. (Adapted from [32, 34])

i.e., one weight is mapped to only one specific PE while multiple
weights can be mapped to the same PE.

2.2.2 Timing Fault Mitigation. We proposed a novel technique (TE-
Drop) in [32] to mitigate timing errors in MAC units of a TPU-like
accelerator. TE-Drop equips each MAC unit with Razor flip-flops
[6] to detect timing errors, however, it mitigates the errors without
re-executing erroneous computations.

TE-Drop is built on the observation that the contribution of each
individual MAC computation to the output of a neuron is small [11].
When a MAC unit incurs a timing error, TE-Drop steals the next clock
cycle from its successor MAC unit to correctly add its contribution to
the partial sum, and bypasses/drops the subsequent MAC operation.
To support this functionality, TE-Drop also requires a multiplexer
(MUX) which is controlled by the error signal from the previous
(upstream) MAC unit. If the previous MAC unit incurs a timing error,
the MUX forwards the previous MAC’s correctly computed partial
sum to the next MAC unit; otherwise, the current MAC unit updates
the partial sum and forwards its output to the next MAC. As shown in
Fig. 2(c), TE-Drop requires minimal hardware changes in the baseline
TPU.

Fig. 4 illustrates the timing error rate for each layer of two DNNs
as a function of the voltage underscaling ratio. In both the networks,
we observe that the timing errors vary significantly across layers of
a network. Therefore, based on this analysis, we proposed a per-layer
voltage underscaling scheme in [32] which distributed the available
timing error budget equally among layers to achieve high energy
efficiency.

3 SECURE MACHINE LEARNING
Similar to the traditional computing systems, DNN-based systems are
also vulnerable to several security threats, i.e., data manipulation[12,
16], model/IP stealing [30], and denial-of-service attacks [12]. How-
ever, to handle these vulnerabilities in such relatively complicated
systems raises its own challenges. Therefore, in the subsequent sub-
sections, we present the different security attacks and their respective
countermeasures.

3.1 Security Attacks on DDNs
DNN-based classifiers are vulnerable to specially crafted adversarial
noise patterns in inputs. These noise patterns can either perform tar-
geted or untargeted misclassification or confidence reduction (which
can make DNNs even more vulnerable to reliability threats). Two of
the most dangerous attacks are adversarial perturbations and back-
dooring attacks.

Single-Pixel 

Backdoor

Original 

Image

Yellow Square 

Backdoor

Original 

Image

Figure 5: Original images of MNIST digit "7" and US "stop sign", and
their respective backdoored images.

3.1.1 Adversarial attacks. These attacks targets inference of DNNs
and assume that an attacker does not have access to the training
process including the dataset but have access to the trained DNN
in both black-box and white-box settings. Therefore, these attacks
generate imperceptible noise either by exploiting the gradient (e.g.,
Fast Gradient Sign (FGS), Iterative Fast Gradient Sign (IFGS) and
Jacobian-based saliency map attack (JSMA) methods [21]) or using
more complex optimization procedures (Limited Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) [26] and Carlini & Wagner (CW) [3]). For
example, a recently proposed attack, TrISec [17], exploits gradient
information and optimization of back-propagating effects of the tar-
geted label to the inputs. However, generating the attack image using
traditional adversarial attack methodology requires lager number of
inferences and output probabilities, therefore, these attacks may fail
in resource-constrained DNN-based systems, i.e., autonomous vehi-
cles. To address these limitations, resource-efficient decision-based
(RED-Attack [16]) attacks have been proposed, which leverages the
half-interval search algorithm to find an appropriate attack image
along the learned classification boundary.

3.1.2 Backdoor or neural Trojan attacks. Unlike the adversarial at-
tacks, these attacks targets the outsourced ML training where at-
tacker has the access to training procedure and train the DNN for a
well crafted high density perceptible noise pattern (act as a hidden
backdoor) while maintaining the validation accuracy and perform-
ing well on its intended task. So, whenever this backdoor trigger is
present in the input DNN performs targeted or random misclassifi-
cations [10][19]. In targeted misclassification this backdoor is asso-
ciated with a target label but in random misclassification it reduces
the confidence or classification accuracy for backdoored inputs. An
illustration of this attack on clean MNIST digit and the US stop sign
and respective backdoor images is shown in Fig. 5.

To achieve her goal, attacker canmakemodifications in the training
procedure, like augmenting the training data with target samples
and labels (training set poisoning [13]), modifying the configuration
settings of the training algorithm, i.e., learning rate or the batch size,
or even directly modifying the trained network parameters (Θ).

Moreover, DNNs are also vulnerable to model stealing attacks [30]
that extract or estimate the behavior of the DNN IP (trained IP) to
breach IP copyrights and eventually leads to financial loss. Due to
recent advancement in ML-based systems, several novel and efficient
DNN-algorithms, i.e., spiking neural networks and capsule nets, have
been proposed. However, these NNs are also vulnerable to adversarial
perturbations, as shown in the analysis in [20].

3.2 Defenses Against Security Attacks on DDNs
To address the above-mentioend security attacks, i.e., adversarial
perturbation and backdooring attacks, several countermeasures have
been proposed and some of them are discussed below.

3
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Figure 6: Impact of the preprocessing filtering on the adversarial at-
tacks (i.e., L-BFGS, FGSM, BIM) with different attack models with and
without the access of filters. (adapted from [15])

3.2.1 Defenses against Adversarial ttacks. Typically these attacks ex-
ploit the gradient, therefore to protect the gradient of DNN, some
countermeasures like DNNmasking, gradient masking and adversarial
training based defenses have been proposed but they are either limited
to known attacks or can be breached by modifying the optimization
function. Another defense is to perform preprocessing (e.g., quanti-
zation [1], filtering [27]) of the CNN inputs [4] which can increase
the perceptibility of attack noise or reduces it overall effects. For
examples, analysis in [15] shows that low-pass pre-processing filters
can nullify adversarial attacks if unknown to the attacker.

3.2.2 Defenses against Backdoor Attacks. Typically, since backdoors
exploit the spare capacity in DNNs [10], pruning is a natural defense.
The pruning-based defense reduces the size of the backdoored net-
work by eliminating dormant neurons, that either limits or disables
the backdoor behaviour. Although the pruning defense successfully
nullifies all naive backdoor attacks, a “pruning-aware” attack (under
the assumption that attacker is aware of the pruning) can break the
pruning-based defense by mapping the clean and backdoor behaviour
onto the same set of neurons which remain active in most of the cases.
Finally, to defend against such pruning-aware attacks, a defender can
perform the local pruning-aware retraining on a small clean training
dataset (fine-tunning) which effectively disables backdoors.

4 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Frameworks for Studying Error-Resilience: Empirical analysis,
although provides significantly accurate results, takes a considerable
amount of time to analyze the impact of specific reliability vulnera-
bilities. Therefore, there is a dire need to develop frameworks which
can precisely and efficiently simulate the effects of reliability threats.
These frameworks are envisioned to be highly useful for studying
the impact of concurrent reliability threats.
Design Methods for Building Robust DNNs: Significant research
has been carried out in developing energy- and performance-efficient
DNNs. However, only a limited number of methods are available
which allow to cater the effects of reliability threats. Towards this,
analysis of different network architectures is required, and methods
have to be developed which can build inherently resilient DNNs.
RobustMLTraining:Most of the traditionalML training algorithms
focus on achieving high accuracy for specific application/dataset
which make the ML-based systems vulnerable to several security and
reliability threats. Although, several algorithms have been developed
to assist the trainingwith respect to adversarial perturbation, but their

scope is limited the known adversarial perturbations. Therefore, such
ML-training algorithms are required which can ensure the robustness,
in terms of safety, security, privacy and reliability.
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